
Year 9 Curriculum Map – Updated September 2022

Autumn 1 Autumn 2 Spring 1 Spring 2 Summer 1 Summer 2
Lord of the Flies by Non-Fiction 19th century Romeo and Juliet by Complete Romeo and GCSE Language Paper 1: GCSE Literature: Power

William Golding: Post-war; extracts and comparison William Shakespeare: Juliet by William Extracts from dystopian and Conflict Poetry Cluster
power; sacrifice; with 21st century: Themes of love, hatred, Shakespeare fiction for comprehension - Themes of identity, war,

masculinity Exploration of how public power, conflict. Deeper and analysis; descriptive psychological conflict,

English
Enlightenment and

understanding of human
attitudes towards issues
have transformed across

interrogation of
Elizabethan context and

writing from image. emotional conflict and
relationships. Comparison

nature time - e.g. gender roles, classical tragedy form. skills
Examination of the power ecological responsibility,

and hypocrisies of economic class, childhood,
democracy and autocracy etc.

Maths Standard form

Rearranging and solving
equations
Changing the subject of a
formula
Factorising quadratics
where a = 1
Solving quadratic equations
that need manipulation first
---------------------------------

Drawing graphs of linear
equations
Finding the gradient given a
diagram, parallel lines
Identify the gradient and
intercept from an equation
or graph
Find coordinates on a line
given an x or y value

Find the equation of a line
given a point and the gradient
Finding the equation of a line
given two points
Finding the midpoint of a line
segment
Find the length of a line
segment (Pythagoras recap)

---------------------------------

Work with
currency/temperature
conversion graphs and their
equations

---------------------------------

Plot quadratic graphs
Recognise their intercepts,
turning points and lines of
symmetry
Recognise other graphs e.g.
cubic
Find approximate solutions
on any of these graphs

Finding averages from raw
data or graphs
Finding averages from tables
(grouped or not)
Finding the interquartile
range from raw data
Understanding the
advantages and
disadvantages of averages

---------------------------------

Plotting or interpreting a
scatter graph
Drawing or interpreting pie
charts
Interpreting time series
graphs

Line or rotational symmetry
Reflection
Rotation
Translation
Enlargement (NOT including
negative enlargements)
Describing transformations
Invariant points
Combinations of
transformation

---------------------------------

Similarity
Converting between units of
area or volume

Trigonometry in right-angled
triangles

---------------------------------

Represent inequality on a
numberline
Represent the solution set
using set notation i.e. curly
brackets
Construct and solve
inequalities

---------------------------------

Simultaneous equations by
elimination (linear only)
Simultaneous equations by
substitution (linear only)
Simultaneous equations
graphically (linear only)
Simultaneous equations from
context

Constructing a perpendicular
bisector, angle bisector,
angles of 45, 60 or 30 degrees

---------------------------------

Interpreting scale drawings
e.g. a map
Drawing scale drawings e..b a
floor plan
Measure bearings
Use compass points
Draw a bearing
Calculate the bearing from
one point to another, given
the bearing to leave that
point

---------------------------------

Plans and elevations

Science
GCSE Biology: Cell biology

GCSE Chemistry: Structure of the atom
GCSE Physics: Conservation and dissipation of energy

GCSE Biology: Organisation and the digestive system
GCSE Chemistry: (1) Periodic table and (2) Bonding and

structure
GCSE Physics: Energy transfer by heating

GCSE Biology: Organising plants and animals
GCSE Chemistry: Earth’s atmosphere
GCSE Physics: Molecules and matter

The Modern World: Ideologies, technology and conflict: How far did political ideologies, conflict, technology and migration affect the lives of people in Britain and the world in
the

20th Century?



History
Were the Suffragettes

justified?
Was the Great War

inevitable?

How did the Great War
change people’s lives?
How significant were
the postwar World

Developments?

Case Study: Germany –
why did dictatorship

succeed?
Case Study: USA – Why did

Democracy survive?

What was the impact of
World War 2? What was
the Impact of the Cold

War?

Multicultural Britain: Has
the British Civil Rights

Movement been ignored?

Geography
China

Tectonic Hazards -
Volcanoes

Tectonic Hazards -
Earthquakes

Changing
environments and
adaptations - The

Rainforests

Changing environments
and adaptations - Deserts

hot and cold

Spanish

Work
Future inc. Quiero;
Me gustaría; Time

connectives;
Range of future

constructions

A1 Focus;
Portuguese Taster

Health;
Reflexive, Stem Changes and Imperfect, Debes;

Sequencers, opinion phrases;
Using regular imperfect tense verbs

World Issues / Bridging to GCSE;
Complex vocab, Imperfect tense;

Essay phrases;
Using a range of tenses

French

Holidays;
Passé compose;
Time connectives;

Forming passé compose
with avoir and etre

A1 Focus;
German Taster

Work;
Future
tense;
Time

connectives;
Simple future

9.3 When I was little / Bridging to GCSE;
Imperfect/Mixed past tenses;

Advanced connectives/opinion phrases;
Using 3+ tenses successfully

Music

Protest Songs - Developing Song writing skills, creating
music for purpose and to fit a brief. Insight into history,

culture and social politics through composition with
music

technology.

Jazz Music - Developing
piano techniques

through syncopation in
the style/culture around
jazz music using melody
and bassline. Solo and

ensemble performance.

Musical Futures -
Developing ensemble, solo

skills on different
instruments to successfully

create a band ensemble
performance of a piece of

popular music.

Music in Russia - Appraising Soviet propaganda music
during the Cold War focussing on composers like

Prokofiev and Shostakovich..

Philosophy and

Ethics

What can we know for sure?

Epistemology based philosophy unit
where the pupils question their
relationship to truth and reality. Lessons
include Plato’s Cave, Descartes
scepticism and Dawkins scientific truth.

Can we prove the existence of God?

Philosophy of religion based unit where pupils
study some of the classical arguments for the
existence of God and evaluate them. Lessons

include the cosmological argument,
teleological argument, Pascal’s Wager and the

Problem of Evil.

What does Utilitarianism and
Situation Ethics teach us about

how to act?

Moral Philosophy based topic
where pupils will learn the

basics of Betham’s Utilitarian
ethics and Fletcher's Situation
Ethics. They will apply these

theories to hypothetical
scenarios.

What is the value of human
life? Medical Ethics

Applied ethics based
topic, where pupil
consider different
responses to issues in
medical ethics such as
Abortion, Euthanasia and
Saviour Siblings

What does it mean to be a
Buddhist?

Pupils study the principles of
Buddhist teachings, and
consider how they can help
them answer big questions.
Core concepts of suffering,
attachment and what is
meant by Enlightenment are
covered in this topic.

Digital Literacy Modelling in SmallBasic Data
Science

Introduction to
Python

Representations – audio and
visual

Graphics and Sound
Editing

Sound Editing



programming

Drama

The Neutral Mask and Devising

Devising based on an abstract
art stimulus

Devised assessed performance

A1 Devised
Performances

Year 9
technicians

support Year 10

Introducing
professional

theatre design
Frankenstein

Chatroom by Enda
Walsh Reading
analysis Group
rehearsals Chatroom rehearsals and

performances for
performers and designers.

Written assessments
based on Chatroom

Improvisation workshops
Improvisation

workshops and
performances

Art

Click - Speaking Truth to power - investigation of issues based work - responding
to Media representations. Photography, collage, montage, propaganda posters,

editorial illustration. The role and expectations of an artist
How art influences the thoughts and actions of others - for good and bad
How art can be transformative; deployed as a means of speaking truth to

power

Sense of place - a GCSE approach to an independent art project - Who are you? Where are
you? What do you see, think & value? How can you make art to communicate this?

Measuring value in different ways
How art histories and values are shaped, prejudiced and subject to change

How and why art institutions are addressing inequalities/ reconsidering art histories

DT

Laser cutting: What can we create
using a laser cutter?

Finger joint, kerf cut?

Coding: Understand how coding can be
incorporated in the creation of a product

that will meet the need of the user.

Metals or composites: Why and
when are metals more useful?

Where metals can be beneficial
in some areas of design. Can you

substitute a metal for a
composite? Which is better and

why? Where do they come
from?

Designers: How some designers have influenced our
lives. Where can we see these influences in every day
life? Why have these designs/creations/movements

been so influential?

PE

Invasion Games (Football, Rugby & Netball) and Net Games (Badminton and Table Tennis)
Within each sport, pupils will rehearse and refine their use of physical and social skills within skill based practice and
performance. These skills will be scrutinised within more situations that are competitive. Some skills will cross over

for each sport (throwing, catching, kicking, jumping, running and bounding). Pupils will further implement the
principles of attack and defence within a team and learn how to create new strategies to outwit an opponent.

Pupils will begin to develop their leadership skills through officiating and coaching.

Striking/Fielding Games and Athletics
(Cricket, (Rounders, Softball and Sprinting/

Running Events and Throwing Events)
Students will rehearse and refine their physical
and social skills within skill based practice and
performance. These skills will be scrutinised
within situations that are more competitive.

Some skills will cross over (throwing, catching,
batting, bowling and fielding). Students will

create their own strategies to outwit an
opponent.

Students will develop their officiating skills
during different athletic events. Students will

use their ability to analyse a performance
through peer and self-observation during the

athletic events to help bring about
improvements within their personal



best performance

Respect (PSHE)

Healthy Living: Students
will explore the effects of

drug use as well as specific
laws in relation to drug
taking, supplying and

production

CEIAG: Introduction to the
Options process and
considerations when

deciding on GCSE subject
choices.

RSE: Exploration of the law
around sex as well as an

introduction to
contraception and the
dangers of unsafe sex.

Students will also explore
the importance of healthy

relationships

RSE: Exploration of the law
around sex as well as an

introduction to
contraception and the
dangers of unsafe sex.

Students will also explore
the importance of healthy

relationships

Extremism: Students will
explore how students are

radicalized before
considering the dangers
of extremist behaviours.

Peer Pressure: With a
focus on gang related
activity students will

explore the dangers of
inappropriate peer

relationships


